year follow-up. To estimate the relation between alignment and pain a regression model was used. The influence of potential confounding variables to preoperative pain (sex, age, grade of knee OA, preoperative HKA angle and BMI) and change in pain over time (sex, age, grade of knee OA, complications, correction and preoperative pain) were analyzed by multivariate regression analysis. Results: Preoperative varus alignment was on average 170.4 degrees and ranged from 153-178 degrees and preoperative KOOS Pain was on average 42, range 3−86. For each degree of preoperative varus alignment, preoperative KOOS Pain increased by 0.02 points (95% CI −0.6, 0.7) When adjusted for potential confounders preoperative KOOS Pain decreased by −0.4 point for each degree of preoperative varus alignment (95% CI −1.3, 0.6). The goal of correction is 4 degrees valgus (±2 degrees) which was obtained in 178/182 patients. The average postoperative alignment was 183.5 degrees, range 171-185. The average change in alignment was 13.2 degrees, range 0−30. The average change in KOOS Pain was 32.3, range −16−83. For each degree of correction, change over time in KOOS Pain improved by 0.3 point (95% CI −0.6, 1.2). When adjusted for potential confounders the improvement was unchanged at 0.4 points (95% CI 0.6, 1.4).
Purpose: To assess the distribution of the anatomical phases by GUSS TM (Ghent University Scoring System) on radiographs of patients with osteoarthritis (OA) of the hands. Methods: A scoring system, GUSS TM based on a previous system (Verbruggen and Veys) was developed. Radiographs of 70 consecutive patients with OA of the hands according to the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria were read in consensus by two experienced readers (RW and GV). All interphalangeal joints (IP) (n = 1260) and metacarpal joints (MCP) (n = 700) were characterized as being in the normal (N), stationary (S), loss of joint space (J), erosive (E), remodeled (R) or fused (F) anatomical phase. Descriptive statistics were calculated on the distributions of the anatomic phases per joint group and in the dominant and non-dominant hand. Results: The female gender (89%) and right hand dominance (85.7%) are predominant. The distribution of the anatomic phases per joint group and for right and left hand are calculated (table 1) . The left and right hand are affected in equal extent. The majority of the joints are normal (N phase: n = 865, 44.1%) or in the S phase (n = 687, 35.1%). The J phase and F phases are rare (n = 38, 1.9% and n = 6, 0.7%, respectively). The E and R phases occur more frequently (n = 116, 5.9% and n = 241, 12.3%, respectively). There seems to be no difference in distribution nor frequency of the anatomic phases between left and right hand. Moreover, DIP joints are more frequently affected (85.5%) than the PIP and IP1 (70.0% and 72.9%, respectively). The MCP joints are less frequently affected (17.4%). The majority of affected joints are situated in the DIP and PIP joints, with a slight predominance of the DIP joints (43.7% DIP vs. 35.8% PIP) and lower percentage of IP1 and MCP joints being affected (9.3% and 11.1%, respectively). The MCP joints are much less affected (11.1%) and if so, it predominantly concerns joints in the stationary phase. The thumb base joints (scapho-trapezial (TS) (n = 140) and trapeziometacarpal (TMC) (n = 140)) are scored based on the OAC radiographic atlas for OA of the hand. Both joints were scored from 0 to 3 for presence and size of osteophytes, joint space (JS) narrowing and subchondral sclerosis. The summation of both joints was made (range: 0−18). Spearman's rho correlations were calculated between total radiographic score, the radiographic score of the dominant hand and the score of the other joint groups and the functional score, assessed by AUSCAN and by FIHOA. Results: Correlations between the radiographic score of the hands and the functionality as measured by either the FIHOA or AUSCAN were calculated (table 1) . There seems to be a difference between assessing functionality by either AUSCAN or FIHOA. Correlation between radiographic score and functionality assessed by FIHOA is better than when functionality is assessed by AUSCAN (r = 0.405 and 0.310 (both, p < 0.01)), respectively for the total radiographic score and r = 0.454 vs. 0.361 (both, p < 0.01), respectively for the dominant radiographic score). Moreover, the correlation between functional impairment and radiographic score of the dominant hand is slightly better than the total radiographic score of both hands. The presence of affected IP joints, and especially PIP joints, seems to contribute the most to functional impairment (i.e. more than affected MCP and CMC joints), since this variable correlates best with function. The correlation between functionality and radiographic score of the CMC joints is poor. The correlation between presence of pain or stiffness and the radiographic score is only low (r = 0.287 for pain and r = 0.254 for stiffness and the radiographic score of the dominant hand (p < 0.05)).
Conclusions:
The FIHOA seems to correlate better with structural damage than the AUSCAN. The contribution to functional impairment is the largest from affected PIP joints. 
